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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does understanding the customer's business model holistically address the customer's
business challenge?
A. Segmented solutions designed for their specific outcomes makes it easier for them to be
more relevant to their company's business challenges.
B. As your conversations become more focused on their business challenges and value,
customers will see you as a problem solver and not just a sales person.
C. Customers define how they want to measure success, and we work with them to turn this
into metrics and a plan to achieve results.
D. With the comprehensive solution addressing their whole infrastructure, it is easier for
customers to see value and progress, see gaps and what is next, and manage their IT
investments.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following BEST allows Pete, a security administrator, to determine the type,
source, and flags of the packet traversing a network for troubleshooting purposes?
A. Switches
B. Web security gateways
C. Routers
D. Protocol analyzers
Answer: D
Explanation:
A Protocol Analyzer is a hardware device or more commonly a software program used to
capture
network data communications sent between devices on a network. By capturing and analyzing
the
packets, Pete will be able to determine the type, source, and flags of the packets traversing a
network for troubleshooting purposes.
Well known software protocol analyzers include Message Analyzer (formerly Network Monitor)
from Microsoft and Wireshark (formerly Ethereal).

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are configuring a RADIUS server and the security team asks you for details about this
protocol. Which three statements about the RADIUS protocol are true? (Choose three.)
A. It is UDP based.
B. The username is sent in cleartext.
C. RADIUS servers use port 1645 or port 1812 for authentication.
D. It is TCP based.
E. RADIUS servers use port 1646 or port 1813 for authorization.
F. The username is encrypted.
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A client using Pardot Pro is rolling out a new lead generation campaign where prospects
register for a trade
show on a Pardot-hosted landing page. The consultant suggests creating two versions of the
landing page and
using a multivariate test, but the client is unfamiliar with the feature. What is the primary
benefits of using a
multivariate test in this campaign?
A. Pardot will automatically populate personalized information of each unique prospect.
B. Pardot will determine which version of the landing page generated most conversions.
C. Pardot will automatically send underperforming landing page to recycle bin
D. Pardot will give you content ideas for each landing page.
Answer: B
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